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    Live your best life



    People today are living longer, healthier lives. We’re here to help them make the most of their time. We help people plan for the best life possible while providing tools and solutions that make it easier to get there.
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    Living Longer, Living Better



    Living longer creates new opportunities to experience all that life brings. That’s where we come in. We offer research-based tools, education, and guidance that work in people’s lives today and anticipate an evolving future.
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    Strategy & Research



    We work with organizations like the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s AgeLab and Georgetown University’s AgingWell Hub. Together, we explore the latest research on helping people successfully navigate longevity.
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            What's New

      
    
      
      
              



  
    
      
            Transamerica scores perfect 100 on Corporate Equality Index

      
      
            We are proud to earn the top score in the Human Rights Campaign 2023-2024 Corporate Equality Index for LGBTQ+ workplace equality.



      
          
        
            





    
  Read about award





      
      

        

  





              



  
    
      
            Report results: Retirement trends in higher education

      
      
            Higher education institutions share a unique legacy of helping faculty and staff achieve retirement success. Explore the latest trends.
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            Championing the next generation of actuaries  

      
      
            Aegon Transamerica Foundation has announced that it will fund a new scholarship program at the HBCU Morgan State University.



      
          
        
            





    
  Learn about scholarships





      
      

        

  





          

  
    

  




        

          

  




      
      
              
          




  
    
  
    Designed to meet people on their terms



            Longevity is changing the way we live. As people’s needs evolve, we want to help pave the way forward for everyone. So, when people have questions about retirement, life insurance, employee benefits, annuities, or investments, we’re ready with research-backed answers, solutions, and products.
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        Employer sponsored retirement plans
      


              
            Retirement security begins with a quality workplace retirement plan. Our commitment is helping organizations of all sizes deliver solutions that work.

      
              Learn more
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        Pooled employer plans
      


              
            Expanding retirement plan coverage to all Americans is our passion. Since introducing an innovative group plan solution in the early 2000s, we’ve delivered solutions that fit employers of all sizes. 

      
              See our pooled solutions
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        Participant experience
      


              
            Preparing for retirement is easier with the right resources. Supported by our dedicated team and robust tools, employees can take action to achieve the retirement they deserve.

      
              Explore our tools
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        Awards and recognition
      


              
            We’re proud of our award-winning team. From innovative communication strategies to our participant website, we’re honored to help plans and participants succeed.

      
              Get more information
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        Thought leadership
      


              
            Get the articles, insights, and information you need to understand trends and challenges employers face. Our original research can help you make decisions today so your employees can prepare for tomorrow. 

      
              See our latest insights
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        Who is WFG
      


              
            World Financial Group is an insurance agency with a distribution network of approximately 67,000 independent agents serving insurance needs of individuals and families across North America.  It is a subsidiary of Transamerica.

      
              Our story
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        What WFG offers
      


              
            WFG independent agents guide people to products that help them protect and save.  This includes a vast selection of insurance and financial products from Transamerica and other well-known insurers. 

      
              Our solutions
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        Financial IQ™️ (FIQ)
      


              
            Financial IQ™, powered by WFG, is a quantifiable method for consumers to test their financial know-how. A study shows that the knowledge WFG agents share with clients makes a positive difference in their financial literacy.

      
              Learn about FIQ
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        Faces of WFG
      


              
            The financial professionals at WFG define whom they serve. They are diverse across age, gender, ethnicity and background. Collectively speaking more than 75 languages and allowing WFG to serve a broad spectrum of communities.

      
              See who we are
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        The WFG business model
      


              
            WFG helps make the idea of financial independence and financial security accessible to many. The model offers the ability to create a full-time business or one that is part-time to earn extra income.

      
              How we work
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        Top life insurance company
      


              
            Forbes ranks Transamerica among the top 2024 life insurance companies based on customers’ overall recommendation, general satisfaction, and loyalty.

      
              Read about the award
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        Index universal life
      


              
            Index universal life (IUL) insurance can be a great way to protect loved ones and their financial well-being while building potential tax-advantaged cash value accumulation — all with downside protection.

      
              See our IUL solutions
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        Term life insurance
      


              
            Term life insurance can be an easy way to help secure a family's financial future with customizable protection to fit most budgets and coverage needs. 

      
              Take a look at term
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        Final expense insurance
      


              
            Final expense insurance can provide families a fast, easy, and cost-effective solution to help live their best lives today while providing reassurance for tomorrow. 

      
              Explore final expense
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        Whole life insurance
      


              
            Whole life insurance offers families guarantees that they can count on as well as customizable options to help meet their many different needs. 

      
              Get the whole life picture
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        Foreign nationals
      


              
            Life insurance can play an important role in estate and tax planning, especially for foreign nationals. Get the knowledge and experience you need to navigate the more complex world of international underwriting. 

      
              Foreign national insurance
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        Individual planning with life insurance
      


              
            Life insurance is more than just a death benefit, it can be a powerful financial tool to help meet needs as they evolve — cash value accumulation, supplemental retirement income, college planning, and more.

      
              Plan for the future
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        Business planning with life insurance
      


              
            Business owners are more aware than ever of the need to safeguard their business. Life insurance can play an important tool in protecting their life’s work.

      
              Learn about business life insurance
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        Agent resources
      


              
            We’re dedicated to providing agents with the support they need to help grow their business. Explore all the ways we offer to connect with clients, strengthen relationships, and take your business to the next level. 

      
              Access agent resources
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        Resources for your clients
      


              
            For many, the world of life insurance can be complicated and overwhelming. Help clients make more informed decisions about their financial future by sharing our free, extensive collection of valuable resources. 

      
              Find resources for clients
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        Group life and disability insurance
      


              
            Employers who value strong benefits packages should consider providing employees with both life and disability insurance, with an option to build benefits to help meet the unique needs of their employees.

      
              Explore offering more
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        Supplemental health insurance
      


              
            Help employees protect their finances and get the medical attention they may need with group supplemental health and disability insurance. 

      
              View our options
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        Voluntary life insurance
      


              
            When employees safeguard what matters most, including their families, their finances, and their health, it helps them live their best lives. 

      
              See what we offer
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        Additional employee benefits
      


              
            Today’s workforce is asking for non-traditional benefits like student loan repayment, HSAs, FSAs, telehealth, and more. 

      
              See our benefits
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        The ConnectedClaims℠ experience
      


              
            Claims are the heart of our business. Employees can count on us to help make it easier to file a claim during what can often be a difficult time. 

      
              View the experience
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        Broker resources
      


              
            We strive to make your job easier. Learn about our broker experience and find helpful resources for working with your clients.

      
              Find broker resources
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        Employer resources
      


              
            You want to work with a carrier that makes the benefits process simple, so we help ensure our benefits are easy to administer while meeting the needs of a unique workforce.

      
              Explore employer resources
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        The power of annuities
      


              
            An annuity provides customizable benefits that can help you live life on your terms. Access tax-deferred growth, protection potential against market downturns, and stable, guaranteed income for life.

      
              Learn about annuities
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        Annuity solutions
      


              
            Transamerica's suite of annuities and living benefits are designed to help you and your finances go the distance. They combine growth potential, powerful protection, and more, so that you can plan your future your way.

      
              Our annuity solutions
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        RILA reimagined
      


              
            An innovative Registered Index Linked Annuity combining growth potential and a level of investment protection in a cost-effective strategy to address volatile markets, low interest rates, and high inflation. See the benefits for yourself with the interactive tool.

      
              RILA benefits
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        Living benefits
      


              
            Optional living benefits can help your annuity do more. Transamerica variable annuities can be customized with the potential for lifetime income and guaranteed or uncapped investment growth and the ability to choose most of your investment options.

      
              Explore living benefits
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        Variable annuities
      


              
            Transamerica has a variety of variable annuities with different surrender schedules, and access to well-known money managers. You’ll get benefits like flexibility and the potential for growth, all backed by a highly rated insurance company.

      
              Our variable annuities
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        Advisor resources
      


              
            Achieving financial goals and growing a business are both journeys. We support these journeys with innovative solutions that help you stand out and help your clients achieve their financial goals and live the life they envision.

      
              See your resources
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        Mutual funds
      


              
            Our diverse mutual fund family offers a variety of investment strategies. Explore more with the interactive tool. 

      
              See our funds
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        Market commentary
      


              
            Tom Wald, CFA®, Chief Investment Officer of Transamerica Asset Management, Inc., the mutual fund arm of Transamerica, provides timely insights into the state of the market via publications, articles, and podcasts. 

      
              See Tom's insights
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        Investor First℠ process
      


              
            Our process puts the investor first with thorough quantitative and qualitative analysis along with continuous monitoring of our fund managers. This diligence helped make us a pioneer in the sub-advised mutual fund industry.

      
              Learn about our process
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        Advanced Markets Group
      


              
            The Advanced Markets Group provides a library of resources from distinguished industry professionals from a variety of industries. We offer guidance on complex retirement, estate, and tax strategies. 

      
              Discover our resources
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        Institutional investors
      


              
            We help investment advisors and institutions deliver results for their clients by providing the knowledgeable guidance of our sub-advised investments and exclusive practice management tools. 

      
              Learn more
      









    

    

    

    
      
      
    

  








        

          

  




      
      
              
          






  
  

  
          

        
      
            A message from Will Fuller, President and CEO

      

      
            “For over 100 years, Transamerica has provided financial products and services to help people look forward and plan for the best life possible, no matter where they are on their journey. Living longer creates new opportunities to experience all that life brings. "



      

      
            Will Fuller, President & CEO

      

    

  


  
    
      
      
              






  
            $46+

      
            billion

      
            Paid in insurance, retirement, and annuity claims and benefits.



      
  



              






  
            A+

      
            rating

      
            A track record of strong capital generation.

S&P Global



      
  



          

  
    

            

  
    
      
            As of December 31, 2022
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Transamerica Earns Top Score on 2023-2024 Corporate Equality Index

      
    
    

  
    
            Transamerica has received a score of 100 on the Human Rights Campaign Foundation’s 2023-2024 Corporate Equality Index



      
  


  
    Read more about our score
  



    

    
      





  
      
      
            

Transamerica Life Insurance Earns Awards by USA Today, CNN Underscored, Forbes Advisor and Business Insider

      
    
    

  
    
            Recently Transamerica life insurance products were ranked top among their competitors by several national publications.



      
  


  
    See the accolades
  



      





  
      
      
            

Forbes Ranks Transamerica Among the Top Insurance Companies for 2024

      
    
    

  
    
            Transamerica has been recognized by Forbes as one of America's Best Insurance Companies 2024. The company was distinguished for both Term and Permanent Life Insurance.



      
  


  
    Learn more
  



      





  
      
      
            

Aegon Transamerica Foundation Champions Next Generation of Actuaries at Morgan State University

      
    
    

  
    
            In a move to cultivate future talent in the actuarial field, the Aegon Transamerica Foundation has announced that it will fund a new scholarship program at Morgan State University.



      
  


  
    Read more about the scholarship
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    Testimonials



    

    
            See what others are saying about us.



      

  


        

          
              
          






  
  
  
            Retirement

      
            “We’ve been with Transamerica for 20+ years, and they’ve helped us steadily increase our employee participation rate. Our employees love all the education and help they get from Transamerica.”




      
            Susan G., HR Director at a Manufacturing company

      

  


        

      
              
          






  
  
  
            Life Insurance

      
            “I have been an agent, as well as a client, for years.  Being able to have both perspectives working with Transamerica gives me great confidence in the products.”




      
            Alicia N., An Independent, Licensed Financial Professional with World Financial Group

      

  


        

          

  




      
      
              
          






  
  
  
      
            Research our firm with FINRA's BrokerCheck



      

  


        

          

  


  


  


  


    

    
      

      
        

  
    
              




  
  
    
    
    



  
  
    
      
            Reach out.



800-797-2643
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            Insurance products and services are offered or issued by Transamerica Life Insurance Company, Cedar Rapids, IA; Transamerica Financial Life Insurance Company, Harrison, NY (licensed in New York); and Transamerica Casualty Insurance Company, Cedar Rapids, IA. Securities offered through Transamerica Investors Securities Corporation, Harrison, NY. Variable products and mutual funds are underwritten and distributed by Transamerica Capital, Inc., and/or distributed by Transamerica Investors Securities Corporation, each a broker-dealer and member of FINRA. Securities and investment advisory services offered by Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc., a broker-dealer, member of FINRA, SIPC and a Registered Investment Adviser. Investment advisory services focused on the unique needs of individual retirees, retirement plans, and their participants offered by Transamerica Retirement Advisors, LLC, a Registered Investment Advisor. Health savings products and services offered through Transamerica Health Savings Solutions, LLC. References to Transamerica on this site apply to an individual company or collectively to these and other Transamerica companies. This site may not yet be approved by the Departments of Insurance in all states at the time of publication. Transamerica companies are part of the Aegon Group. Copyright 2011 - 2024 Transamerica Corporation, 6400 C Street SW, Cedar Rapids, IA 52499 — All Rights Reserved.
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